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kpmg modern enterprise architecture service help identify the current state of your organization envision the desired
target state and determine the necessary transition states in between this paper offers a recipe for moving toward a
modern enterprise architecture approach that will allow your business to take advantage of emerging technologies
and tools that create new levels of productivity and business value enterprise architects design the plans that align a
company s business strategy with its technology this architecture describes how the organization s complex
applications data and infrastructure will enable success for modern enterprises digital transformation presents both
immense opportunities as well as potential risks projected to reach nearly 7 trillion by 2023 direct digital
transformation investment is expected to grow at a cagr of 18 from 2020 as companies enhance digital strategies to
become digital at scale future enterprises according to strategic enterprise modernization is a holistic long term
strategy and mindset for optimizing your organization s culture processes and tools for the future it involves
reimagining upgrading or replacing inefficient legacy infrastructure and processes to make business operations faster
and more cost effective awarded devops book of the year 2018 devops for the modern enterprise provides pragmatic
guidance to help you adopt devops and agile in an enterprise context many organizations are facing the uphill battle of
modernizing their legacy it infrastructure the ea function is a core element of the foundation that both enables and
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accelerates the tech transformation that companies need in order to compete in a digital first world in this kind of
modern environment the objectives of the ea team are threefold 1 enable strategic decisions four essential business
model innovation examples for the modern enterprise by sei team may 01 2023 enterprise in today s business
landscape organizations must be agile and open to new ideas to keep pace with ever changing market dynamics sase
or secure access service edge first coined by gartner has emerged in response to these evolving needs sase offers a
unified and holistic approach to security consolidating various independent security areas into a single platform its
importance in securing the modern enterprise cannot be understated as it provides several key in this chapter we
will explore how ea can help to transform the business to a modern enterprise in fact this chapter will be about
business transformation and that s the domain of the enterprise architect next new business models must be connected
to systems of delivery while containerization often dominates tech discussions modern virtualization remains a
cornerstone in enterprise it as the landscape evolves companies are increasingly seeking platforms that after working
on a team that has partnered with thousands of manufacturing organizations to become more efficient here are some of
the most effective forward thinking practices that have allowed chrome enterprise core allows it to configure and
manage browser policies settings apps and extensions across your browsers and do it all from a single console even if
your workforce uses multiple operating systems and devices at no cost we just launched even more helpful
capabilities to support it and security teams like additional transform your enterprise with microsoft subscriptions
connect protect and empower every employee from the office to the frontline worker with a subscription plan that
enhances productivity and drives innovation getty in today s fast paced technological landscape businesses face an
imperative to modernize their systems or risk obsolescence the ai era marked by rapid advancements in ai and genai
has using principles from agile lean and devops as well as firsthand examples from the enterprise world hering
addresses the different challenges that legacy organizations face as they transform into modern it departments
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transform your enterprise with microsoft 365 connect and empower every employee across your organization with a
microsoft 365 solution that enhances productivity and drives innovation enterprise browser based sase enables real
time detection and prevention of threats in the browser as they arise advanced threat intelligence and machine
learning algorithms detect anomalies our modern enterprise solutions combine industry knowledge with the state of
the art technologies every modern business needs to become great working with you we tailor our solutions to
futureproof your business and unlock its full potential 1 develop an end to end approach to enterprise marketing that
can scale and that is measurable and revisit it periodically 2 make it fun and creative your marketing plan of attack
rarely
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modern enterprise architecture kpmg May 27 2024 kpmg modern enterprise architecture service help identify the
current state of your organization envision the desired target state and determine the necessary transition states in
between
modern enterprise architectures five ways to benefit from Apr 26 2024 this paper offers a recipe for moving toward a
modern enterprise architecture approach that will allow your business to take advantage of emerging technologies
and tools that create new levels of productivity and business value
a modern enterprise architecture is essential for scaling Mar 25 2024 enterprise architects design the plans that align a
company s business strategy with its technology this architecture describes how the organization s complex
applications data and infrastructure will enable success
digital transformation a comprehensive guide for the modern Feb 24 2024 for modern enterprises digital
transformation presents both immense opportunities as well as potential risks projected to reach nearly 7 trillion by
2023 direct digital transformation investment is expected to grow at a cagr of 18 from 2020 as companies enhance
digital strategies to become digital at scale future enterprises according to
understanding strategic enterprise modernization cai Jan 23 2024 strategic enterprise modernization is a holistic long
term strategy and mindset for optimizing your organization s culture processes and tools for the future it involves
reimagining upgrading or replacing inefficient legacy infrastructure and processes to make business operations faster
and more cost effective
devops for the modern enterprise winning practices to Dec 22 2023 awarded devops book of the year 2018 devops for
the modern enterprise provides pragmatic guidance to help you adopt devops and agile in an enterprise context many
organizations are facing the uphill battle of modernizing their legacy it infrastructure
evolving the enterprise architect role for a digital world Nov 21 2023 the ea function is a core element of the
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foundation that both enables and accelerates the tech transformation that companies need in order to compete in a
digital first world in this kind of modern environment the objectives of the ea team are threefold 1 enable strategic
decisions
four business model innovation examples for the modern enterprise Oct 20 2023 four essential business model
innovation examples for the modern enterprise by sei team may 01 2023 enterprise in today s business landscape
organizations must be agile and open to new ideas to keep pace with ever changing market dynamics
the importance of sase in securing the modern enterprise Sep 19 2023 sase or secure access service edge first coined by
gartner has emerged in response to these evolving needs sase offers a unified and holistic approach to security
consolidating various independent security areas into a single platform its importance in securing the modern
enterprise cannot be understated as it provides several key
transforming to modern enterprise architecture springerlink Aug 18 2023 in this chapter we will explore how ea can
help to transform the business to a modern enterprise in fact this chapter will be about business transformation and
that s the domain of the enterprise architect next new business models must be connected to systems of delivery
modern virtualization red hat and pure storage lead the Jul 17 2023 while containerization often dominates tech
discussions modern virtualization remains a cornerstone in enterprise it as the landscape evolves companies are
increasingly seeking platforms that
top 5 forward thinking trends for the modern enterprise forbes Jun 16 2023 after working on a team that has
partnered with thousands of manufacturing organizations to become more efficient here are some of the most effective
forward thinking practices that have allowed
browser management made easier with chrome enterprise core May 15 2023 chrome enterprise core allows it to
configure and manage browser policies settings apps and extensions across your browsers and do it all from a single
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console even if your workforce uses multiple operating systems and devices at no cost we just launched even more
helpful capabilities to support it and security teams like additional
transform your enterprise with microsoft subscriptions Apr 14 2023 transform your enterprise with microsoft
subscriptions connect protect and empower every employee from the office to the frontline worker with a
subscription plan that enhances productivity and drives innovation
the imperative of enterprise systems modernization in the ai era Mar 13 2023 getty in today s fast paced technological
landscape businesses face an imperative to modernize their systems or risk obsolescence the ai era marked by rapid
advancements in ai and genai has
amazon com devops for the modern enterprise winning Feb 12 2023 using principles from agile lean and devops as
well as firsthand examples from the enterprise world hering addresses the different challenges that legacy
organizations face as they transform into modern it departments
compare microsoft 365 enterprise plans microsoft 365 Jan 11 2023 transform your enterprise with microsoft 365
connect and empower every employee across your organization with a microsoft 365 solution that enhances
productivity and drives innovation
the modern browser is under attack here s how to protect it Dec 10 2022 enterprise browser based sase enables real
time detection and prevention of threats in the browser as they arise advanced threat intelligence and machine
learning algorithms detect anomalies
modern enterprise solutions oxford global resources Nov 09 2022 our modern enterprise solutions combine industry
knowledge with the state of the art technologies every modern business needs to become great working with you
we tailor our solutions to futureproof your business and unlock its full potential
marketing for the modern enterprise a return to the forbes Oct 08 2022 1 develop an end to end approach to
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enterprise marketing that can scale and that is measurable and revisit it periodically 2 make it fun and creative your
marketing plan of attack rarely
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